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PLATINUM PROPERTY PARTNERS 
is a franchise with a difference; it’s about 
generating a lifelong income and building a 
lasting legacy. But, more than that, it’s a way 
of life.

Over more than a decade, Platinum’s 
property investment franchise has helped 
more than 380 Franchise Partners build 
highly profitable and sustainable portfolios 
of shared living houses.

And unlike many other franchises, our 
people not only benefit from a low-risk, high-
profit, tried and tested investment model,  
but also own their assets from day one.

We know what you’re thinking… “I have the 
capital, so I can invest in property myself. 
Why do I need to buy a franchise to do it?” 
And it is a valid point! 

But successfully investing in property, 
particularly complex shared living homes, 
is about far more than simply having the 
capital in place. Our team of experts at our 
head office in Bournemouth span the four 
major property investment headaches – tax, 
finance, planning and conversion.

They are people who have the expertise, 
experience, drive, passion and honesty to 
make property investment work for our 
Franchise Partners.

Property investment can be risky. We don’t 
shy away from that and we spell out those 
risks for each of our Franchise Partners at the 
very beginning. 

The numbers back up what we do, too:
• Our Franchise Partners achieve an average

return on investment of between 10% and
15%

• After costs, on average each of their
properties generates £17,000 gross profit
from annual rental income

• Most Franchise Partners create a lifelong
annual income of between £50,000 and
£150,000 from their properties

Our way of investing in property has seen 
our Franchise Partners safely navigate their 
way through the global financial crisis, 
mountains of legislation in the private rented 
sector and the uncertainty of Brexit.

And the other major constants during all 
that turbulence? They’ve continued to  
make a profit, enjoy their freedom and watch  
their legacy go from strength to strength.

When Steve Bolton founded Platinum 
back in 2007, his vision was to create a 
community of Franchise Partners all focused 
on bettering their lives and helping others to 
do the same.

Twelve years on, we haven’t deviated from 
that vision – and we’re growing all the time. 
We’ve teamed up with the great folks at Elite 
Franchise to bring you this supplement, 
which explores what we do at Platinum in 
more detail and explains how our franchise 
could be the one with a difference that you’ve 
been looking for.

From strength  
to strength
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The ‘get 
rich safely’ 
approach
Steve Bolton doesn’t promise instant wealth 
and he’s certainly not a ‘guru’. Instead, the 
company he founded, Platinum Property 
Partners, provides a road map to a profitable 
landlord business – but only if you’re prepared 
to work for it

WHAT’S REFRESHING ABOUT Steve 
Bolton is his straight talking. He knows 
full well that when he advocates property 
investing, some are going to wonder if 
he’s running a scam. He’s scathing about 
seminars that “sell hopes to dreamers”, 
promising buy-to-let miracles and ultimately 
failing to deliver. And he insists that you fully 
research his franchise business to the point of 
obsession before you hand over any cash.

So, what’s his story? How did someone 
who left school with no qualifications at 16 
become a highly-respected and successful 
businessman, a philanthropist committed 
to helping end homelessness in Britain and 
a father-of-four who takes three months’ 
holiday a year?

The short answer is by learning from his 
own mistakes and devising a way to make 
investing in property – specifically, Houses in 
Multiple Occupation (HMOs) – much less 
bumpy. This is not a get-rich-quick scheme, 
he stresses. It’s a get-rich-safely-over-time 
approach that requires hard graft. 

The essence of Platinum Property Partners 
(PPP) is strength in numbers. Once you’re 
a Franchise Partner, you’ll have access not 
only to coaches and mentors – experts in tax, 

finance, planning, conversions and the like 
– but to the support and friendship of fellow 
Franchise Partners. Done right, it’s a lucrative 
methodology that transforms Partners’ 
work/life balance. “We help people generate 
£50,000 to £150,000 a year income from a 
portfolio within two to five years,” says Bolton. 

So, about those mistakes Bolton learned 
from. Twenty years ago, he ran an outdoor 
pursuits business that folded in the wake of 
Foot & Mouth disease. 

Then, the corporate training arm of the 
business also found itself on the ropes due to 
the turmoil that followed 9/11.

 “I lost everything,” he says. “After that, 
I spent two years researching different 
property models for the Holy Grail of capital 
growth and substantial income. I then 
started buying houses in 2004.”

His recent book, Profitable Property 
Secrets, describes those early adventures in 
residential property. Once, while studying 
Bournemouth’s rental market, he wound 
up in “a complete and utter pigsty,” where 
builders were sitting around drinking Special 
Brew. When the landlord asked for £80 a 
week, one would-be tenant agreed on the 
spot. Straight away, another offered £85. 

“Okay, it was an extreme example, but 
for the most part, what I found was letting 
agents and landlords were not treating 
tenants like customers,” says Bolton. “The 
service was shocking and yet there was 
still massive demand. I got 104 enquiries 
from a £50 advert I placed in the back 
of a newspaper and I knew if I could do 
everything to a much higher standard, I’d 
really stand out as a landlord.”

From 2004 to 2007, he bought 20 flats 
and houses, running into dodgy tenants, 
solicitors and builders along the way. “Pretty 
much every mistake that could be made, I 
made. But I learned from those mistakes and 
I started teaching friends and family the right 
way to do property investment,” he says. 

“As I was making these mistakes, I was 
documenting them and coming up with a 
systemised way of solving them rather than 
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‘You’ve got to 
share the values  
of our organisation 
and be a positive 
contributor’

just dealing with the individual problem. 
That’s how PPP came to me.”

Just ahead of the credit crunch, he 
franchised the business in 2007. “The model 
was built for a recession and we’ve gone from 
strength to strength ever since. We have more 
than 380 Franchise Partners, over 7,000 
rooms and 1,100 properties now.”

In those days, an amateur or an accidental 
landlord could buy property, wait a long time 
and make money from capital growth, even 
if they were inept, adds Bolton. 

“But although the market has changed, 
it’s a very good time to invest in property 
if professional investors know what they’re 
doing, treat it as a business and have the 
right support and guidance. That needs to be 
clear. You’ve got to be a professional investor.”

This brings us to the qualities PPP is 
looking for in a Franchise Partner. “We have 

very strict criteria,” says Bolton. “You’ve got to 
have at least £300,000 investment capital, 
for a start. We require people who have money 
and who have the skills to run a business, 
manage property and manage people.” 

In addition, he expects them to look into 
PPP closely. “We’ve got a 70-point due 
diligence checklist, so if they don’t know 
what questions to ask, we give them that. 
We refer them to the British Franchise 
Association, too, so they can go on seminars 
and find out more. 

“If our Partners are not successful, we 
haven’t got a successful business. You’ve 
got to have the motivation to want to 
succeed. You’ve got to share the values of our 
organisation and be a positive contributor.”

With so much money at stake, potential 
Partners tend to be cautious. “It’s normally 
between £300,000 and £1 million, so 
their biggest concern is knowing the risks. 
Typically, they’re suspicious that it’s a scam 
early on. 

“That’s why we say don’t believe a word 
we say – do your own due diligence. I’ve 
had people with three ring binders full of 
printed due diligence that they’ve done on 
the company and we encourage that level of 
research. We provide copies of accounts, if 
they want them, and allow them to meet lots 
of other Franchise Partners.”

For those lacking the time or inclination 
to become a hands-on HMO landlord, the 
alternative to a full franchise is the PPP 
Affinity Partnership, where, says Bolton, 
“we team you up with an existing Franchise 
Partner and they manage the builders, the  
tenants and the properties on an ongoing basis”. 

The standard franchise is different – not 
so much a full-time business or a part-time 
business, he explains, but a “sometime” 
business. “When you’re managing a 
refurbishment project and it takes two 
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Ending homelessness in the UK is “a 
personal mission”, he says, which on a 
macro level means lending his support 
to the charity Crisis. On a micro level, he 
rents rooms to those down on their luck, 
waives their deposits and accepts housing 
benefit, even though it’s about 40% below 
the market rate. He’s encouraging other 
landlords to follow suit.

He’s proud, too, of his Franchise Partners’ 
good deeds and innovations. Take Gertie 
Owen, who joined PPP in 2010 and was 
earning £126,000 within three years. A 
former ‘HMO Landlord of the Year’, she 
keeps her properties immaculate, picks 
prospective tenants (or “housemates”, as she 
calls them) up from the station and gives 
them presents at Easter and Christmas.

For Elite Franchise readers, however, the 
issue at this precise moment is a practical 

one. Why should they put £300,000 on the 
line when cheaper franchise opportunities 
are available?

 “Fundamentally, the biggest difference 
is that you own the assets. They’re part of 
your estate and that’s quite unusual in a 
franchising sense,” says Bolton. 

“At the end of the term, you keep your 
business. You can stay on as an Alumni 
Partner, but the fees to PPP drop by about 
75%, so we have a re-joining rate of about  
85% at the end of the seven, 10 or 15-year term. 

“We’ve got more than 380 people over 12 
years, we’ve been through a global financial 
crisis and recession and we’ve come out of 
it stronger,” he adds. “It’s a very robust and 
proven model.”

Suddenly, his personal motto makes 
complete sense. “Be more. Do more. Have 
more. Give more.”

months, then you’re probably going on site 
every day. Whereas if you’ve got four houses 
and they’re up and running, you might be 
working 10 hours a week. 

“The expectation for most people is the first 
two years are going to be hard work. With 
PPP’s support, you’re going to be finding and 
negotiating on properties. You’re going to 
have all the mortgage, tax, bookkeeping stuff, 
where we’ve got systems that can help you. 
You’re going to be managing builders, you’re 
going to be checking tenants in and out, 
you’ll probably have a maintenance person. 

“We don’t want people to be under any 
illusions. At times it’s stressful, things will go 
wrong, tenants won’t pay rent, builders will 
not turn up on time. The big things are, are 
you buying a good house in a good area that 
is going to generate a good financial return 
with the right number of bedrooms? They 
are the things we de-risk to make sure people 
are not going to make bad decisions. The 
biggest risk to our business is a Franchise 
Partner who doesn’t follow the system.”

He is damning about the stereotypical 
rogue landlords so often featured in the 
media – a small minority who deserve the 
harshest punishment, he says. “The majority 
of landlords are hard-working, professional 
people that are trying to abide by the law, 
provide superb accommodation for renters 
and make some money out of it for their 
pension or for an income.”

‘Fundamentally, the 
biggest difference 
is that you own the 
assets. They’re part of 
your estate and that’s 
quite unusual in a 
franchising sense’
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Expert support, any 
time you need it
Platinum’s power is in its people

WITHIN PPP’S COMMUNITY of 
380 Franchise Partners, you’ll find 
accountants, doctors and company 
directors, plus public-sector workers 
from the NHS and education.

This means that at any time, everyone 
in the Platinum community is only one 
person away from solving a problem.

Add a team of experts into the mix – 
across finance, planning, renovation, 
marketing and lettings legislation – and 
Franchise Partners have everything they 
need to be successful.

They work with experienced mentors 
before, during and after purchasing 
their properties and can continue to 
call on their expertise throughout their 
franchise term.

In addition, they benefit from a two-
day bootcamp that covers everything 
they need to know about shared living 
property investment, before completing 
a foundation course in marketing and 
lettings.

Ongoing support from head office 
includes:

The Planning Team
Platinum’s Chartered Planning 
Consultant prepares a location review for 
each Franchise Partner, looking at local 
planning, licensing and building control 
regulations. Alongside the planning team, 
they’re on hand to advise throughout each 
Franchise Partner’s term.

The lettings adviser
Platinum’s Association of Residential 
Lettings Agents (ARLA) qualified lettings 
expert advises each Franchise Partner on:
• Tenant referencing
• Right to Rent checks
• Tenancy agreements
• Deposit protection
• Dealing with rent arrears
• Ending tenancies legally

Human Resources support
Once a Franchise Partner’s property 
portfolio is up and running, many choose 
to recruit staff to help them manage their 
properties. That’s where Platinum’s HR 
adviser comes in, with guidance on job 
descriptions, contracts and other legal 
documents.

Regional Coaches
Platinum Franchise Partners also act 
as regional experts for new Franchise 
Partners. They’re on hand as a 
communication point between Partners 
and Platinum’s head office, as well as 
running regional workshops.

The Power Team
Experts from outside of the franchise 
include: 
• Specialist mortgage brokers
• Accountants
• Solicitors
• Tax advisers
• Insurance brokers
• Inheritance planners

Steve Bolton (Founder)
Steve founded Platinum in 
2007 when he woke up in the 
early hours of the morning and 
started typing out his vision 
on a laptop.

One of the first property investors 
in the UK to maximise the potential of 
high-quality shared living properties for 
young professionals, Steve turned his 
own successful property business into the 
Platinum franchise of today.

Twelve years on, he is still hugely involved 
with Platinum, passionate about helping 
Franchise Partners achieve their goals and a 
lover of great properties for great people.

Emma Hayes (Divisional 
Director)
Previously Platinum’s Head of 
Operations, Emma might be 
small but she certainly packs a 
punch.

Supported by her team of operational 
experts, Emma works with Franchise Partners 
across all aspects of the investment and 
development process.

She’s also at the forefront of Platinum’s 
business development programme, helping 
to keep the franchise moving forward in 
changing times.

Richard Davies (CEO)
After joining the company as 
a financial director in 2008, 
Richard was later made CEO 
and has continued to drive 
Platinum forward alongside 

its sister commercial company Bourne Asset 
Management.

An expert in all areas of commercial and 
residential property investment, Richard 
is also extremely active in Platinum 
and Bourne’s community work around 
Bournemouth where the team is based.

Natalie Ruda (Head  
of Partnerships)
One of Platinum’s core values 
is honesty and that’s where 
Natalie and her team come in.

They ensure that Platinum’s 
Discovery Days, where potential Franchise 
Partners find out absolutely everything about 
the franchise and what it involves, are packed 
with information and value.

In fact, Natalie believes in the Platinum 
franchise so much, she’s recently become 
a Franchise Partners herself and is well on 
the way to launching her first shared living 
property.
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Language 
lessons for 
landlords
Our jargon-busting glossary 
makes property lingo as easy 
as ABC

AIP – Agreement in Principle
When applying for a mortgage, an 
Agreement in Principle is a pre-application 
agreement on how much you can borrow.

AST – Assured Shorthold Tenancy
The most common form of tenancy in 
England and Wales. It allows a tenant 
to remain in a property for a fixed-term 
period, so long as they abide by the terms 
of a tenancy agreement.

BMV – Below Market Value
If you buy a property BMV, you could be on 
to a winner.

BOE – Bank of England
The good fellows who set the UK’s interest 
rates, among other things.

BTL – Buy to Let
When you purchase a property to rent out, 
it’s classed as a BTL property – so it’ll need 
a BTL mortgage.

CRM – Capital Repayment Mortgage
The days of interest-only mortgages 
are largely over. So, if you’re looking at 
a mortgage for your BTL property, you’ll 
almost certainly have to repay the loan over 
time, rather than just the interest.

DD – Due Diligence
We encourage potential investment 
partners to do their due diligence on us 
as thoroughly as they can. This is hugely 
important.

EPC – Energy Performance Certificate
Since 2018, residential landlords can no 
longer rent out properties with an EPC 
rating below ‘E’.

ERC – Early Repayment Charges
If you’re looking to sell a property, you 
should always check with your mortgage 
provider in case there are ERC attached to 
your mortgage product.

HHSRS – Housing Health and Safety 
Rating System
Used by local authorities to identify health 
and safety issues in residential properties.

HMO – House in Multiple Occupation
Ah, our favourite acronym! HMOs are 
shared living properties, rented out on a 
room basis by at least three people who 
are not from the same household but share 
facilities.

IHT – Inheritance Tax
If you inherit a property from a family 
member, you could be liable for IHT.

JV – Joint Venture
A business arrangement where two or 
more people pool their finances to purchase 
an asset, such as an HMO.

JVP – Joint Venture Partner
One member of the JV group pooling their 
resources.

NLA – National Landlords Association
Provides support for 40,000 UK landlords 
letting residential properties.

NP – Net Profit
If you’re looking to invest in property, 
this will interest you. Platinum investors, 
on average, earn between £50,000 and 
£150,000 in net profit from their HMO 
properties every year.

OIEO – Offers in Excess Of
Where a seller only wants to receive offers 
over a certain amount for their property.

OIRO – Offers in Region Of
More flexible than OIEO, giving a buyer 
an idea of the kind of offer that would be 
acceptable.

PCM – Per Calendar Month
Once a property is ready to be let, you’ll be 
charging your tenants rent PCM. Simple!

PRS – Private Rented Sector
How the Department for Communities and 
Local Government refers to the sector of 
the UK housing market that is rented.

ROE – Return on Equity
Another key metric. Platinum investors, on 
average, generate a 10%-15% return on 
equity from each of their properties. ROE 
is a measure of financial performance, 
dividing net income by shareholder equity.

SDLT – Stamp Duty Land Tax
SDLT is payable on purchase of a property. 
And, if you’re a residential investor, you’ll 
pay an additional 3% as your rental 
property will be classed as a second home.

SVR – Standard Variable Rate
When your BTL mortgage product expires, 
you’ll be moved on to your lender’s SVR, 
which will usually be between 2% and 5% 
above the BOE base rate.

TDP – Tenancy Deposit Protection
You’ll need to take a security deposit 
from your tenants, which must be lodged 
with one of three government-backed 
TDP schemes within 30 days. Deposits 
must be handed back within 10 days of 
reaching an agreement on the amount to 
be returned.
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Two heads 
are better 
than one
Too busy – or too far out of the way 
– to put all your efforts into property 
investing? By pairing you with an 
experienced Franchise Partner, PPP’s 
Affinity programme has the solution

TO DATE, PLATINUM Property Partners’ 
methodology has helped more than 380 
Franchise Partners towards financial 
freedom. But now and then, people aren’t 
quite the right fit – at least, not at first.

 “What we’ve actually found in the 12 years 
we’ve been doing this is that people face 
many different barriers that actually stop 
them joining the franchise,” says Emma 
Hayes, Platinum’s Divisional Director at the 
franchise’s Bournemouth head office.

“It’s our job to help break down those 
barriers, so more people can reap the benefits 
our franchise provides.”

Two major barriers the Platinum team 
discovered when meeting potential Franchise 
Partners were time and location.

“We were often faced with prospects 
who were a great fit for the franchise and 
desperate to join, but they were either based 
abroad or elsewhere in the country and 
away from the area they wanted to invest 
in,” says Emma. 

“Many also have busy work and family 
lives and this means they simply don’t have 
the time to work on building their property 
portfolio in its early stages.”

What Emma and the team at Platinum 
came up with was the Affinity programme 
– the same deal as a full Platinum franchise, 
but with an added layer of help from an 
existing Platinum Franchise Partner.

“Our franchise is all about our community of 
people, their expertise and their experience,” 
adds Emma, “so the idea for Affinity actually 
came to fruition quite quickly.

“The programme sees Affinity Partners 
matched with existing Platinum Franchise 
Partners, who help build and manage their 
property portfolios until they are able to look 
after them themselves.

“So, the existing Franchise Partner takes 
the early weight of finding properties, 
dealing with planning and licensing, 
managing renovations and finding tenants 
– but all under the decision-making of the 
Affinity Franchise Partner and the guidance 
and expertise of the team at head office.”

So, it’s sort of a Blind Date scenario for the 
Franchise Partners, then?

“Well, it’s a bit more in-depth than that,” 
laughs Emma.

“We make sure our Affinity Partners are 
matched with existing Franchise Partners 
who share their goals and ambitions, as well 
as their investment location.

“It’s hugely important that Affinity Partners 
are a good fit for Platinum and Platinum is 
a good fit for them, but also that they have 
real synergy with their matched Franchise 
Partner.”

Affinity Partners Sharon and Martin Miles 
found themselves stuck firmly in the ‘lack 
of time’ bracket, but knew the Platinum 
franchise was right for them as a family 
looking to escape the corporate rat race.

Both were hamstrung by busy jobs in 
the City of London, not to mention raising 
young children.

“From a business perspective, we always 
thought Platinum made sense,” says Sharon.

“It was a great way for us to create a 

residual income, but with small children and 
with both of us in full-time City jobs, we had 
zero time.

“That’s where the Affinity programme 
has been a game-changer. We’re using the 
help and support of our matched Franchise 
Partner to build up our property portfolio 
and then, once the children are older, we’ll 
step in and take over.”

Time was also an issue for Affinity Partner 
Steve Dixon – not to mention the fact he 
lives and works abroad.

“The Affinity programme allowed me to 
take advantage of the Platinum community 
through my matched Franchise Partner, but 
also benefit from the full franchise and the 
team who have years of experience and really 
know the ropes,” says Steve.

“Affinity is really a natural extension 
and progression of what we’ve been doing 
successfully for 12 years,” adds Emma. 

“We really believe anyone is only ever one 
person away from solving a problem and for 
our Affinity Partners, that person is their 
matched Franchise Partner.”

A helping hand
A Franchise Partner can:
• Find locations and properties
• Manage renovations
• Find housemates
• Manage your properties
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This time,  
it’s personal
Brothers James and Harry Tucker know what it’s like to live in 
substandard accommodation. Now, with their first HMO up and 
running, they’re planning to build a brand that tenants can trust

LIKE A LOT of his generation, 26-year-old 
James Tucker hasn’t always had a rosy view 
of landlords. First at university, then during a 
year’s internship, he lived in HMOs that “just 
weren’t the best”. His brother Harry, a couple 
of years his junior, can tell similar stories. 
“There wasn’t much choice,” says James, “so 
you had to go with the sub-par property that 
was on offer.”

Today, though, the two Londoners 
have their own HMO in Burnham, 
Buckinghamshire, on the not-yet-finished 
Crossrail route between Maidenhead and 
Slough. “Now I know the regulations about 
room sizes and so on, I’m wondering if 
some of the places I lived in were even 
legal,” adds James.

An inheritance a couple of years ago put the 
pair on a sounder financial footing, which left 
them pondering how to invest it. “Property 
has always been an interest of ours, so that 

have conversations about their offering.”
PPP’s track record appealed to them, but 

it took another four months of due diligence 
before they signed on the dotted line. “As 
hard as we tried, and we literally were trying 
absolutely everything, we couldn’t find 
anything negative about them.” 

On LinkedIn, they asked Franchise 
Partners for their candid opinions. “I was 
maybe a little bit sceptical, thinking it seems 
too good to be true, but once we attended 
their Discovery Day, spoke to other Franchise 
Partners, looked at other business models 
and case studies, we quickly realised that 
they’re not just making these facts and 
figures up.”

For James, the process has been “fantastic”, 
largely thanks to the mentor he and Harry 
were assigned. “They help you from the 
get-go in terms of finding out what type of 
property to look for, what’s good, what’s bad, 
locations, all the way through to doing the 
viewings. We must have looked at about 20 
different properties over two days. So many 
different things can trip you up, and having 
someone to handhold you through the whole 
process was hugely valuable to us.”

With their first tenants now settled in, the 
brothers have ambitious plans to build a 
large-scale property brand with a compelling 
online presence. “We will be looking for 
investors, but it’s still early days. Harry’s 
background is in the marketing world, so he’s 
very much focusing on that.”

As James readily concedes, “landlords have 
a pretty bad reputation. I want housemates 
who rent from us to think, ‘James and Harry, 
they’ve been fantastic. Whatever the issue is, 
they sorted out straight away.’”

Would he recommend joining the 
franchise? “A hundred percent,” he says. 
“It’s obviously a huge decision. You have to 
pay a pretty hefty sum upfront and then 
the ongoing costs, but you recoup that cost 
pretty quickly. 

“I wouldn’t say jump into it straight away, 
but I would, hand on my heart, say definitely 
look at PPP. If it wasn’t for them, I don’t even 
think we’d have put an offer in on a house. 
We’d have literally been going backwards and 
forwards, not getting anywhere.”

was one of the first places we gravitated to. 
But in terms of looking for a franchise, we 
basically stumbled across PPP.”

Until November 2018, they’d been going 
it alone, looking for properties to renovate 
in the north of England. For four months, 
they travelled up and down the country at 
weekends, with nothing to show for it. “We 
realised that because of our inexperience 
and perhaps our age, we weren’t getting any 
traction at all,” says James.

“I think it was on an online forum that 
we stumbled across PPP and I started 
reading up about it. Initially I was thinking, 
‘Why would you pay all this money to a 
franchise when realistically we could do 
this ourselves?’ I was quite negative, but 
Harry started looking into it a lot more. He’s 
slightly more analytical than I am, so he 
delved into PPP’s business model. We went 
to one of their Discovery Days and started to 

CASE STUDY
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WHY PPP  
IS DIFFERENT
In terms of rewards and incentives, well-known franchises like 
Subway and McDonald’s have a lot to recommend them. So, what 
sets Platinum apart?
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WHAT CROSSES YOUR mind when 
someone mentions that they own a 
franchise? McDonald’s? Subway? Domino’s 
Pizza?

It could be that you’re just hungry. But in all 
seriousness, you’re thinking along the right 
lines. They’re all what could be described as 
‘traditional’ franchises in the UK.

They’ve all got success stories. They’ve all got  
thousands of Franchise Partners on board. 

Plus, they’re all very different from 
Platinum Property Partners – or rather, 
Platinum is very different from them.

But first, let’s start with the similarities. 
Like almost all franchises, Platinum 

Franchise Partners are buying a proven 
business: a system built on success and 
full training and mentoring from a well-
established company.

But what sets Platinum apart from other 
franchises is its people and its asset-led 
business model.

Platinum Franchise Partners are 
buying assets – not a job
Unlike many franchises which, in simple 
terms, are akin to buying a job, Platinum 
Franchise Partners own their assets from 
day one. That means they benefit from 
capital growth in their properties long after 

property investors. That’s a lot of experience 
and a lot of knowledge to call upon when 
you need it.

Platinum is all about people
Our Franchise Partners don’t just benefit 
from our systems, specialist property 
investment business model and community 
of investors. They are mentored and guided 
through the minefield of building their 
property portfolios by our in-house team, 
who are experts in their fields.

We’re talking planning, renovations, 
finance, human resources, lettings 
legislation and licensing. 

Make no mistake: These are areas of 
property investment where mistakes can be 
hugely damaging.

There’s also our Power Team to call 
upon, who are in place to guide Franchise 
Partners through buy-to-let mortgages, legal 
issues, accountancy and tax, insurance and 
inheritance planning.

There’s no operations manual in the world 
that can match that kind of support from 
real people.

Platinum’s business model is robust. 
Really robust
Remember the global financial crisis of 
2008-09? It probably seems like a long 
time ago now, but there are businesses (and 
Franchise Partners) out there who are still 
recovering from that period a decade on. 
Some never got the chance to recover.

A franchise is an investment, like any other 
business, and as such it can be affected 
by economic peaks and troughs. The key 
for those looking to buy a franchise is to 
choose a business model that is low-risk and 
protected against economic uncertainty.

During the 2008-09 downturn, Platinum 
Franchise Partners continued to enjoy 
healthy returns of between 10% and 15% 
from their properties – figures that have 
stood the test of time right up to the present 
day.

It’s the security of property combined with 
the certainty of franchising and the power 
of people.

That’s what makes Platinum different.

their franchise term has come to an end.
If you’re renting a commercial unit to 

house your fast-food franchise, you’re paying 
rent and reaping no benefit from the value 
of that asset over time. With Platinum, 
you’re earning rent rather than paying it and 
enjoying growth in your properties’ values 
as well.

Platinum Franchise Partners are 
buying into a community – not just  
a business
When you buy a more traditional franchise, 
such as some of the fast-food options 
mentioned earlier, one of the first things 
you’ll receive is the business’s operations 
manual, plus some intensive training and 
options for ongoing support.

Platinum Franchise Partners get all that 
and more, but they also become part of a 
community of more than 380 specialist 

‘What sets Platinum 
apart from other 
franchises is its 
people and its asset-
led business model’
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Do your bit  
for the planet!
Platinum’s interior design expert Katie Hedgecox, of Hedgehog 
Studios, reveals the best ways landlords can go green

A PPP PROPERTY is typically home to 
young professionals, usually from the ‘green 
generations’ – millennials and Gen Z. And 
with so much worrying news about climate 
change, plastic overuse, deforestation and 
the waste crisis, living a more eco-conscious 
lifestyle is important to them. 

But what can landlords do to help? For a 
start, you can make your property greener in 
numerous ways:
• As well as being fashionable, house plants

are a great way of bringing the outdoors
indoors.

• For cost-effective solutions, research
renewable green suppliers.

• Provide free seeds to housemates with
instructions on how to grow fresh veg.

New or second-hand?
When should you spend money on new 
items, and where can you make savings on 
second-hand stuff?

For a standard six-bedroom HMO, 
finding six matching second-hand beds and 
wardrobes is a tough task. However, don’t 
let this put you off. Not every single room 
in an HMO has to match. As long as you 
are sticking to your theme, you can find 
six different wardrobes and it can still look 
cohesive overall. 

Bedside tables, coffee tables, TV units and 
barstools are easy pieces to start with.

Flooring: This is definitely worth investing 
in, especially in an HMO. You want 
something hard-wearing and durable, so 

I’d recommend Polyflor Camaro Wood. 
Alternatively, you could use lino flooring, as 
long as the brand you find is very high quality.
Kitchen/bathroom appliances: As this is 
rented accommodation, you need to test  
your appliances, so it is worth buying new.
Kitchen units: Have you considered saving 
the current kitchen units and upcycling 
them – by giving them a lick of paint and 
buying some funky door handles to make the 
room feel unique? Or, instead of purchasing 
a brand-new kitchen, perhaps acquiring a 
pre-loved one online?
Blinds/curtains: It’s common to invest in 
made-to-measure blinds. These will also 
suffer from wear and tear and sun effects, so 
it is a good idea to buy them new.

Where to shop?
For reclaimed or second-hand items, I’d 
recommend:
HomeSense: A great store for good-quality 
furniture items and decor pieces at bargain 
prices. It has everything!
Local market/boot sale: A brilliant way 
to find one-off pieces. Always check the 
item thoroughly before buying and if it has 
drawers, ensure all of them are working.
Charity shops: The UK has loads of great 
charity shops, so spend some time scouring 
them! However, don’t buy something you 
won’t end up using because it doesn’t fit in 
with your designs or scheme.
Preloved.com: An excellent online tool for 
searching for second-hand goods. As with 
any online shop, you can’t see, feel and scale 
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what you are purchasing, so check your 
sources and read any previous reviews. Read 
their return policies too.
eBay: Another terrific online tool, and it’s 
easy to check the seller’s feedback.
Facebook Marketplace: Not only can you 
source second-hand items on Facebook, but 
they’re local as well. 

Top tips on buying second-hand
• Have a clear picture of what you want

before visiting charity shops. What are
you are looking for exactly? Measure the
spaces you want to fill and check the spatial
planning.

• Don’t buy random items purely because
of the price tag! If it doesn’t fit in the
house, you’ll be left with odd bits and
pieces that you’ll end up taking back.

• Be creative. If you see something you like
but you’re not sure about the colour or the
finishes, buy it and paint it later.

• If you find a piece of furniture that you love
but you’re not sure about the colour, why
not paint it? You can use Annie Sloan paint
for a distressed effect, or sand down wood
and paint over the top in a different colour
to match your theme better.

• Not sure about the finishes on that second
hand chest of drawers? Find some different
handles (something a bit bold and edgy)
and replace the old ones. This will give your
piece of furniture a new lease of life while
making it look more bespoke and one-of
a-kind!

Meanwhile, as you strive to be greener, why 
not adopt the style to go with it? Your local 
hardware chain offers thousands of colours, 
so go for earthy tones such as soft mustards, 
jades, sage and olives. 

Perhaps inject some patterns, maybe 
leaves or bark, and add a vibrant splash 
of yellow. And paint your second-hand 
furniture dark wood. 
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The feelgood factor
Eco-friendly innovations, a lively Instagram account and 
a commitment to tenants’ wellbeing help Kelly and Simon 
Merry stand out from the crowd

“WE WERE WORKING too hard,” says 
Kelly Merry, explaining how she and her 
husband came to be PPP Franchise Partners. 
“You just go in, don’t you, every morning at 
seven? Come home, feed the kids, put them 
to bed and then later, go to bed yourself. It’s 
like Groundhog Day and you’re exhausted all 
the time.”

Previously, she and Simon worked in a 
school: she as a teacher, he as a systems 
manager. “We had some savings, a bit of 
equity in our home. We’d also become 
accidental landlords with some single lets. 
We weren’t happy in our jobs and wanted 
to be our own boss. In the end, we said, ‘We 
don’t mind working hard, but we need to 
know that there’s going to be a change.’”

Having discovered Platinum at a franchise 
show, they paid a visit to the Bournemouth 
head office to meet founder Steve Bolton 

and his team. “It sounds like a cliché, but 
their energy and their ethos matched our 
values. It was something we just wanted to 
be a part of,” says Kelly. A year and a half 
later, the couple have just put the finishing 
touches to their second HMO in Rugby, 
Warwickshire. 

Kelly’s a dab hand at social media, 
particularly Instagram, the photo-sharing 
website. “It’s a massive tool for businesses 
and the younger generation especially use 
it as a search engine now, as opposed to 
Google. They will type in ‘houses for rent’,” 
she explains. 

She’s doing her bit for the planet, too, by 
recycling and upcycling – that is, creating 
higher-value items from discarded objects. 
“I’m a big fan of mid-century furniture and 
art deco, so when it came to fitting out our 
HMOs, I thought, ‘I’m going to put a little 

bit of my personality into this.’”
To give each property an edge, Kelly’s 

brainwave was to use second-hand, mid-
century furniture. Besides being cheaper, 
it’s more eco-friendly. “Some of the wooden 
furniture I’ve sanded down and re-oiled, 
so we’ve got some really nice pieces in good 
condition. Then I wanted an old, battered-
looking sofa, which cost me £100 and is 
genuine leather – it’s probably a grand’s 
worth. People on Instagram have cottoned 
on to that kind of thing.”

She’s installed a wormery in the garden. 
(“About 70% of household waste is 
compostable, so you can actually decompose 
it yourself.”) And to save her tenants driving 
to work, she’s put three fully serviced, 
second-hand bikes, complete with cycling 
helmets, in the shed. “Every single person 
I showed round said, ‘Oh, wow.’ Even if it 
wasn’t a selling point, it made us stand out.”

To ensure her tenants’ wellbeing, Kelly has 
also studied the philosophy of architect Ben 
Channon, who “in a nutshell, says you need 
to surround yourself with things that make 
you feel good” for the sake of your mental 
health. Plants are a soothing influence; and 
when a front door needed restoring, “we 
sanded it all down, and then my dad had a 
pot of yellow paint left over. When you see 
yellow, it releases serotonin in your brain.”

For the moment, the Merrys are “super-
busy and constantly on the go, but flexible 
with it. We know we’ve got to work hard for 
the first few years, but then the income will 
be a lot more passive. I’ve given up work 
completely and Simon has gone part-time. 
He’s barely doing two days a week now.”

They can see a financial end in sight, says 
Kelly. “We know that once we get our third 
HMO up and running and fully tenanted, 
that will replace my income that I used to 
earn, plus Simon’s full-time income, and 
hopefully by then it will be a lot more passive 
as well.” A fourth HMO is in the pipeline.

“The longer we’ve been with PPP, the 
more we appreciate being with them,” she 
adds. “The people are amazing. They’re so 
ambitious, positive, highly motivated – you 
just want to be a part of that.”
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A new direction
Alex Thompson used to sell houses and flats in London. His estate 
agency looked after hundreds of rental properties. So why, you  
might ask, is he paying to pick the brains of PPP’s resident experts?

FOR THE BETTER part of 20 years, Alex 
Thompson was an estate agent in Notting 
Hill. Needless to say, he knows a thing or two 
about property. Yet if it hadn’t been for PPP, 
he says his foray into the world of HMOs 
would have been a risky experiment.

“I wanted a change of scenery,” he 
explains. “I wanted to go in a different 
direction, but I wasn’t sure what I would 
do. I can’t even recall where I came across 
PPP – I think it was just looking at ideas 
and opportunities online.”

Speaking to Franchise Partners at a 
Discovery Day, “it almost felt like a bit of a 
cult, because everyone was so positive”. He 
assumed he’d just met Platinum’s biggest 
cheerleaders, “but it’s like that all the way 
through. Everybody really wants to help one 
another and that’s great.”

After convincing his business partner to 
buy him out, Alex signed up with PPP in 
September 2018 and left his job the following 
January. Now settled in Witney, Oxfordshire, 
he has two HMOs up and running and a 
third in the process of conversion.

In the agency environment, his focus 
was on sales. “Personally, I hadn’t been a 
landlord, although we looked after 300-400 
properties,” he says. As a consequence, the 
decision to invest in HMOs felt like a wrench 
“because it was an unknown quantity and I 
wasn’t quite sure how it would work out. In 
retrospect, I’m glad I made the decision to 
go into HMOs but I’m far gladder I did it in 
conjunction with PPP.”

Understandably, people are curious about 
why he’s paying for PPP’s expertise. “In 
retrospect, there’s no way that I could have 

done what I’ve done, at the speed that I’ve 
done it, had I done it alone,” he says.

“There are many pitfalls that I could have 
fallen into, which would have been costly 
both in terms of expense and time. Knowing 
that you can follow a route map or model, 
your first one isn’t an experiment. Speed-
wise, I wouldn’t have got to two or three 
houses in a year – and if you look at the 
income from just one, that takes a chunk out 
of the cost of joining in the first place.”

The way Alex sees it, HMOs principally 
differ from regular properties with respect 
to their overall set-up (“I’ve got six-
bedroom houses where five bedrooms are 
ensuite”) and the regulations involved. But 
away from the builders and bureaucrats, he 
sees other advantages to joining PPP, such 
as access to sympathetic lenders. Financial 
advisers, he notes, “can turn around to the 
bank and say, ‘Listen, this is another of the 
Platinum guys – he’s using the same model, 
he’s using the same template, it’s going to be 
the same situation.’”

Regular get-togethers – made up of 
quarterly regional events and biannual 
national training – keep everyone focused 
and up to speed. “We’ve just had a 
Christmas lunch,” says Alex, “where we all 
had a sit down and they brought people in 
to give talks. It could be about social media, 
it could be anything to do with the running 
of the houses.

“You have a chat, you go off on your merry 
way and it’s really helpful to have those, 
to check in on things. The regulations 
are always changing, you need to keep on 
top of that and the regionals are a great 
opportunity for them to educate us.”

He’s most effusive, however, about 
“being part of a group of Partners who are 
incredibly mutually supportive. We’re all 
forty and fifty-something people who haven’t 
got time to mess around and be silly. We all 
want the same things out of life.

“I’m already making connections with 
people I could potentially do joint ventures 
with, perhaps not in the HMO world, but in 
other areas. I’m doing a course in commercial 
property with PPP, which has opened my eyes 
to opportunities beyond this model.”

CASE STUDY



A PPP HMO property is 3x more lucrative than a traditional BTL

LTV – Loan to value   |   MSF – Management Service Fee   |   FF&E – Fixtures, fittings and expenses (maintenance)   |   Txn costs – transaction costs

Annual 
Tenant 
Rent

Annual 
Gross 
Profit

Return 
on 

Equity

Traditional 
Buy-to-let

£4,000

£80,000
(80% LTV)

5%

£400,000

£16,000
(£1,333 x 12)

£12,000
(£1,000 mortgage 

+ incidentals)

PPP
HMO

£20,000

£135,000
(£100k deposit (20%)

+ txn costs))

14.8%

£500,000

£50,000
(£695pcm x 6 x 12)

£30,000
(mortgage + utilities 

+ MSF + FF&E)

House 
Running 

Cost

Value

Equity 
retained 
/ sunk

ROI of a traditional 
buy-to-let compared 

with a PPP HMO
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HOW HOUSING SLOTS INTO 
THE SUBSCRIPTION SOCIETY
The growing need for flexibility has turned Netflix and Spotify 
into roaring successes. This same phenomenon offers a golden 
opportunity to property investors

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? Millions of 
people in the UK are. If it’s musical, visual, 
edible or you can pull it over your feet 
(socks, in case you’re wondering), it seems 
the British will subscribe to it. As a result, 
companies offering subscription services are 
booming.

At the end of June 2019, on-demand TV 
service Netflix had 11.6 million subscribers in 
the UK. At the same time, music streaming 
service Spotify had racked up 108 million 
worldwide.

In fact, one in four people in the UK pays 
for some kind of subscription box, whether 
it’s for tea, food, alcohol, make-up, socks or 
flowers. All for a simple monthly direct debit.

It’s estimated that by 2022, the 
subscription box industry alone will be worth 
a cool £1 billion. And it’s not just smaller 
items or digital services we’re subscribing 
to, either. At the end of 2018, 1.6 million 
people in the UK were leasing cars on deals 
that offer them the flexibility to change their 
vehicle easily every two, three or four years.

People ‘subscribe’ to homes too. That 
is, renting has become a choice rather 
than a necessity for many, particularly the 
millennial generation. Why? Because renting 
provides flexibility. Renters are able to move 
when it suits them – rather than being 
hamstrung by the often lengthy process of 
having to sell a property.

That desire for flexibility has led to a surge 
in tenant demand in recent years. And that 
demand has presented property investors 
with a golden opportunity to generate 
healthy rental returns from the rapidly 
changing profile of renters in the UK.

Renters are getting pickier. That means 
property investors need to keep up if they’re 
going to stand out from the competition.

reusable coffee cup with every tenancy to help 
reduce the number of disposable cups going 
into landfill. Or maybe a weekly vegetable 
subscription box, so tenants can cook healthy 
meals with next to no waste packaging.

Making property investment work 
for you
It’s all well and good standing out from the 
crowd when looking for tenants. But if your  
own financials aren’t in order when investing in  
property, it can be a short and painful journey.

The key to successful property investment 
lies in managing levels of risk, focusing on 
rental income rather than capital gains and 
utilising the skills and experience of people 
who have been there and done it.

House-sharing for young professionals has 
arguably never been more popular in the UK. 
The cost and social aspect of shared living 
works for them. The returns and multiple 
streams of income work for the investor.

Indeed, PPP Franchise Partners building 
portfolios of highly profitable houses in 
multiple occupation (HMOs) are seeing 
returns of between 10 and 15% on equity 
from each property they own.

As our society strives even more for 
flexibility, specialist buy-to-let property 
investment can be a game-changer. But 
HMO investment is complex and staying 
compliant is crucial, so it needs to be done 
well and with the right support.

The most important thing for tenants 
in 2019, according to research by law firm 
CMS, is staying connected. The rise of 
flexible working and young people starting 
their own businesses means tenants 
are spending more hours in their rental 
properties than ever before. And that means 
they need to be online.

Landlords who include WiFi in the 
monthly rent will always stand out from 
those who don’t – and those who throw in a 
subscription package like Netflix or Spotify 
will have great tenants banging down the 
door to sign up.

As potential tenants are also eco-conscious, 
property investors who show their green 
side can make a great first impression. That 
means energy-saving lightbulbs throughout 
their rental properties, energy efficient 
appliances and glass kitchen storage rather 
than plastic.

Investors could even consider offering a 




